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List of Abbreviations  
 

Acronym  Explanation  

CA Competent Authority (see the European Investigation 
Order, Article 2.c Issuing Authorities). A Judge, a Court, 
an Investigating Judge or a Public Prosecutor competent 
in the case concerned any other competent authority as 
defined by the issuing State, for instance LEA/Police 
Authorities 

CASE Cyber-investigation Analysis Standard Expression 
(CASE) is a community-developed specification 
language, which is intended to serve the needs of the 
broadest possible range of cyber-investigation domains, 
including digital forensic science, incident response, 
counterterrorism, criminal justice, forensic intelligence 
and situational awareness 

EESP application Evidence Exchange Standard Package application is a 
web application for creating the Evidence Package and 
facilitating its exchange. The EESP application supports 
the UCO/CASE language. In the Evidence Exchange 
scenario that has been outlined the EESP application will 
be at disposal of the Forensic Labs and Law Enforcement 
Agencies involved in an investigation and of the 
Competent Authorities of the Member States (Issuing 
and Executing States) 

EIO Directive 2014/41/EU of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 3 April 2014 regarding the European 
Investigation Order in criminal matters 

EXEC Electronic Xchange of e-Evidences with e-CODEX 
European Project (GA 785818) 

EP Evidence Package: an encrypted archive of meta data 
(EP-CASE), expressed in the UCO/CASE formal language 
and physical data related to an Electronic Evidence 
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EP-CASE The Evidence Package data and meta data represented 
in CASE language and expressed in JSON format 

FL Forensic Laboratory/Lab 

JA Judicial Authority 

LEA Law Enforcement Agencies 

MLA Mutual Legal Assistance (treaty) is an agreement 
between two or more countries for the purpose of 
gathering and exchanging information to enforce public 
or criminal laws. 

R.I. portal Reference Implementation portal. It is the portal of the 
e-Evidence Digital Exchange System, provided by the 
European Commission. It is the system able to manage 
the EIO/MLA procedures /instruments: e-Forms, 
business logic, statistics, log, etc. 

UCO Unified Cyber Ontology (UCO) is a community-developed 
ontology/model, which is intended to serve as a 
consistent foundation for standardised information 
representation across the cyber security 
domain/ecosystem. 
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Executive Summary 
 

This Deliverable, D3.4 “Report on options for large file handling” (hereinafter 
‘Deliverable D3.4’), illustrates the scenario where the large-file evidence exchange 
may take place and discusses some solutions to deal with handling such large files 
of evidence. 

The general evidence exchange scenario has been already been discussed in 
details in previous deliverables, namely in D3.1, D3.2 and D3.3. The present 
document specifically reflects on the possible options for handling large files during 
the evidence exchange process. These aspects have been raised numerous times 
during the technical meetings under EVIDENCE2e-CODEX Work Packages 3 and 
41, as well as within internal project meetings, including with the colleagues of the 
EXEC project, led by the Austrian Ministry of Constitutional Affairs, Reforms, 
Deregulation and Justice, and the e-Evidence Digital Exchange System, led by the 
European Commission via DG Justice and Consumers.  

All proposed solutions consider the following points: 

1. The integration is accomplished by common requirements in order to leave 
each Member State to choose the most suitable configuration/technical 
solution for their systems; 

2. The large file to be exchanged should be under the national Competent 
Authority guidance/control or, alternatively, it could be directly managed 
by the national police organisations involved in the case; 

3. The encryption strategies to be adopted would be up to each Member 
State, so every technical solution described in the current deliverable has 
been proposed as one of the most common/popular manner to tackle the 
issue. 

The content of this Deliverable D3.4 includes: 

4. Section 1 contains a general description of the Evidence Exchange 
Scenario and possible outline of Exchange of Large File of Evidence: 

                                   
1 Workshop on the Formal Language for Evidence Exchange Representation & Interim Workshop 
on Evidence Exchange Standard Package Application, 20-21 November 2018, The Hague, the 
Netherlands; Meeting the Technical Community: Validation of the Evidence Exchange Standard 
Package Application, 26-27 March 2019, The Hague, the Netherlands; Joint Merging Views 
Workshop, 25-26 September 2019, Florence, Italy. 
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5. Section 2 describes details of the Evidence Exchange Scenario; 

6. Sections 3 and 4 covers specific issues and possible solutions related to 
the exchange of large file of evidence; and  

7. Section 5 summarizes advantages and disadvantages of all proposed 
solutions. 
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1 Exchange of Evidence 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 

Dealing with the exchange of large file, containing sensitive data, is a common 
issue that every platform providing a way to exchange large documents must 
tackle. The exchange of large file of evidence consists of a specific context that 
doesn’t represent an exception from the file exchange point of view. It’s relevant 
to provide a solution that guarantees a high level of security, in terms of 
confidentiality, integrity and authenticity of the data, but, at the same time, a 
good performance in terms of speed and efficiency. 

In the scenario where the Evidence Exchange may take place, it is important that 
each action is carried out under the national Competent Authority control. This 
basic principle has been raised during the workshops organised so far within the 
activities of the project (see Deliverables D3.1, D3.2 and D3.3) considering the 
different environments and solutions already in place in each Member State (MS). 
The general approach is to illustrate a set of possible solutions, complied with the 
security and efficiency mentioned above, along with possible issues and leave to 
each Member State to choose or implement the most suitable solution for them. 

Nevertheless, in peculiar situations, the exchange could be directly accomplished 
from the national police authority in the Executing State to the national police 
authority in the Issuing State2, in cases when the exchange must be carried out 
frequently as it may happen during the interception stage. 

 

1.2 Overview of the Evidence Exchange  
 

The EVIDENCE2e-CODEX, EXEC and e-Evidence projects are working together to 
achieve a common goal: exchanging digital evidence in a digital manner between 

                                   
2 This specific aspect was raised during the project technical meetings and workshops organised 
within EVIDENCE2e-CODEX Work Packages 3 and 4. 
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competent authorities in the EU Member States and beyond, under the EIO/MLA 
instrument. 

 

How can the goal be accomplished? 

First, a secure platform/infrastructure for the evidence exchange is needed: this 
is provided by e-CODEX, being a content agnostic e-Delivery infrastructure that 
supports cross-border e-Justice services. The EXEC project is working to 
extend/strengthen some components of e-CODEX to manage the Evidence 
Exchange service (or use case). While e-CODEX operates at international level, on 
national level the respective national systems are in play. 

The e-Evidence Digital Exchange System, provided by the EC, is the system that 
manages the EIO/MLA procedures/instruments: e-Forms, business logic, 
statistics, log, etc. 

The Reference Implementation Portal is the front-end portal of the e-Evidence 
Digital Exchange System and is also provided by the EC. This reflects the principle, 
followed by e-CODEX, that interoperability is achieved through common 
requirements, leaving to the participants the maximum level of autonomy in 
supporting those requirements.  

In this scenario participants refer to participating Member States. 

Figure 1. Interlinks between EVIDENCE2e-CODEX, e-CODEX and e-Evidence Systems 
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The scenario given in Figure 1 can be explain as following: 

• National Competent Authorities will be able to exchange messages, forms 
and documents related to an EIO/MLA with Competent Authorities in another 
country, using the Reference Implementation. 

• Any kind of document can be attached to a message/form provided that the 
whole size doesn’t overcome a specific limit (2 GB), imposed by e-CODEX 
infrastructure. 

• It is essential that the system allows the exchange of a digital evidence as 
it is indicated in Annex A of the EIO Directive3: “…the evidence obtained as 
a result of the execution of the EIO has to be transferred...”. Thus, the 
scenario step can be interpreted as “We (the Competent Authority) request 
that the investigative measure(-s) specified below be carried out taking due 
account of the confidentiality of the investigation and that the evidence 
obtained as a result of the execution of the EIO be transferred”. 

• In collecting and processing a digital evidence, another stakeholder is 
heavily involved: the trusted forensic laboratory for the evidence handling. 
To deal with digital evidences a specific expertise is requested. A simple IT 
background is not enough to properly deal with a digital evidence, but a 
special training is requested. 

• Within the current project the evidence is always indicated as an Evidence 
Package, because it is seen like a protected box containing all data and meta 
data, related to an evidence. So, in theory, it would be possible to exchange 
the EP through the Reference Implementation and over e-CODEX as a simple 
attachment to a message exchanged between Competent Authorities, 
without using a specific language to represent its content (Figure 2 depicts 
the Evidence Package content). 

  

                                   
3 Directive 2014/41/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 3 April 2014 regarding 
the European Investigation Order in criminal matters 
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2 Evidence Exchange Scenario 
 

Figure 2 shows a real scenario on how the evidence exchange may take place 
under the umbrella of the EIO/MLA legal instruments. 

From EIO flow point of view the right side of the graphic represents the Executing 
State or the Recipient4, the left side depicts the Issuing State or the Sender, and 
in the middle there is the e-CODEX platform where the actual evidence exchange 
takes place. 

 

Figure 2. Evidence Exchange Scenario Overview 

 

 

The scenario has been broken down into five items. The starting and the end points 
are the Forensic Labs/Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs), supplied with the EESP 
application. When a Forensic Lab is requested or needs to send/transfer an 

                                   
4 It is important to bear in mind that from the Evidence Exchange point of view the role of the 
Sender is played by the Executing State and the Receiver is played by the Issuing State being the 
final destination of the exchange flow of the Evidence Package. 
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Evidence Package to a Competent Authority (CA) it has to adopt the proper 
measures to guarantee the confidentiality, the integrity and the authenticity of the 
Evidence Package transferred, and ultimately to avoid that someone can tamper 
with its content. 

 

2.1 Exchange of File of Evidence  
 

The Evidence Exchange process is carried out according to two different scenarios: 

• Scenario 1: The Evidence Package contains meta data and data but the data 
is represented by a small-sized file less than 2 GB. In this case the meta 
data would include a reference (path name) to the physical files. 

• Scenario 2: The Evidence Package contains only meta data, whilst the data 
is represented by a large-sized file of evidence greater than 2 GB and less 
that N GB, where N is value that can depend on the technological equipment 
of the two Member States involved in the process. In this case the evidence 
file would travel separately from the Evidence Package. The file will be saved 
(encrypted) on a Storage Area under the Member State/Competent 
Authority responsibility. The Evidence Package meta data will include a web 
reference to the physical file. 

In order to clearly understand the second and more complex scenario, being the 
focus of Deliverable D3.4, it is of utter importance to explain the following: 

8. how the Evidence Package is prepared before its transfer and the 
subsequent exchange; 

9. the interactions between the EESP application and the Reference 
Implementation portal that allow the Evidence Package transfer and 
exchange; 

10. how the evidence exchange is accomplished when there is a small file 
of evidence involved. 

 

2.2 Evidence Package Preparation 
 

The first aspect to be described is how the Evidence Package is prepared by the 
EESP application for its transfer.  
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Within the functionalities of the EESP application this is mostly achieved by the 
Export function where the Evidence Package is prepared and then the transfer is 
accomplished by using a REST API service that the Recipient will use to download 
the Evidence Package. 

 

2.2.1 Objective 
The Forensic Lab/LEA must prepare the Evidence Package for the national 
Competent Authority making it available on Internet in a secure way. 

The Forensic Lab/LEA must have already completed Action 3 of Figure 45 and 
must prepare the Evidence Package, represented in Action 4 of Figure 4, so that 
data and metadata be transferred to the CA and made available to the CA on the 
Internet in a secure way (see Action 5 of Figure 4). 

 

2.2.2 EESP Forensic Lab/LEA Side Workflow 
The Forensic Lab/LEA prepares for the national Competent Authority and makes 
available on the Internet the following files: 

1. the EP: the EP-CASE (data and meta data) related to the evidence, 
expressed in CASE/JSON format, encrypted with the symmetric key (EP-
SK), automatically generated at random by the EESP; 

2. the EP-DATA-ZIP.ENC6: the data related to the evidence, compressed in 
ZIP format and encrypted with the same EP-SK used for the Evidence 
Package. This data can be larger than 2GB; 

3. the EP-MANIFEST.ENC: the Manifest of the Evidence Package, encrypted 
with the Public Key of the recipient, in this context the Competent 
Authority of Executing State.; 

 

Details of the EESP Forensic Lab/LEA side workflow are shown in Figure 3. 

 

                                   
5 Forensic action (search and seizure, acquisition, extraction, analysis) 
6 The CASE/JSON file contains, for each Object/Trace of @type=File two properties: filePath that is 
the path in the original device (i.e. /Users/Fabrizio/Documents/Personal/Maria/Images/) and the 
extractionPath that is the local path created by the tool during the extraction phase (i.e. 
Files/Documents/Personal/Maria/Images/). The tool is responsible to create this information inside 
its report/output 
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2.2.3 EESP Competent Authority Side Workflow 
11. The Competent Authority decrypts the EP-MANIFEST.ENC file, using 

its own private key, and extracts the symmetric key EP-SK that has been 
used to encrypt all the other three files: EP, EP-DATA-ZIP.ENC and EP-
MANIFEST.ENC. In the EP-MANIFEST (MANIFEST decrypted) there are also 
the hash values (EP hash and EP-DATA.ZIP hash) to prove the integrity of 
the Evidence Package. All these processes will be carried out using the 
EESP application and they will be completely transparent to the user (CA 
office staff).  

12. The Competent Authority checks the integrity of EP and EP-DATA-ZIP, 
using the correspondent’s hash values in the EP-MANIFEST. In case of 
mismatch an error is displayed, and the process stops. 

13. The Competent Authority decrypts the EP and the EP-DATA-ZIP.ENC, 
using the EP-SK found in the EP-MANIFEST. 

.
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Figure 3. Evidence Package export process flow from Forensic Lab/LEA to the national Competent Authority - Scenario  
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2.3 Evidence Package Transfer/Exchange: EESP 
and Reference Implementation portal  

 

Whenever the Evidence Package is to be transferred between two stakeholders, 
it must be sealed/protected so that only the recipient is able to open it and read 
the content using its own asymmetric Private Key. Basically, there are four 
different situations where the Evidence Package is transferred/exchanged: 

a) Forensic Lab/LEA (Executing State) à CA (Executing State): when the 
Forensic Lab/LEA, after having received the forensic assignment from the 
national CA, has completed its task and they deliver the Evidence Package 
to the national CA. This is called an Evidence Package transfer. 

b) CA (Executing State) à CA (Issuing State) through the Reference 
Implementation portal and e-CODEX: when the CA (Executing State) 
replies to the CA (Issuing State), after having received an EIO/MLA and 
having completed the collection of the requested evidence. This is called 
an Evidence Package exchange. 

c) CA (Issuing State) à Forensic Lab/LEA (Issuing State): when the CA 
(Issuing State) has received the Evidence Package from the CA (Executing 
State) and assigns to its trusted FL/LEA the task in preparing the final 
report to be presented before the Court. This is called an Evidence Package 
transfer. 

d) Forensic Lab/LEA (Issuing State) à CA (Issuing State): when the CA 
(Issuing State) has to collect all evidence of the investigation and to take 
all the relevant material (Evidence Package, final report, etc.) before the 
Court. This is called an Evidence Package transfer. 

All the scenarios described above imply that: 

• an interaction between the EESP application and the Reference 
Implementation portal (e-Evidence system) must be planned/foreseen; 

• the EESP application has to be at disposal to both the CA and the Forensic 
Lab/LEA. 

Figure 4 depicts the flow of the Evidence Package transfer from the CA (Executing 
State) and the national trusted Forensic Lab, starting from the very initial step 
(when the CA assigns the Forensic Tasks to the Laboratory) to the final step when 
the CA (Executing State) replies to the EIO received, sending back to the CA 
(Issuing State) the collected evidence. 
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Figure 4. Transfer of Evidence Package from Forensic Lab/LEA to the Competent Authority 
(Executing State) 

 

 

On the left side of the graphic the processes/actions made by the CA (Executing 
State) are represented, while on the right side the FL/LEA actions are illustrated. 
Each action is depicted by a numbered coloured square, where the numbers are 
coherent with the timeline within which each action happens. The red colour is 
used for the actions accomplished using the EESP application, the blue colour is 
used for those actions performed using the Reference Implementation portal, and 
squares with no colour are those carried out without relying on either the EESP 
application or Reference Implementation Portal. The flow consists of the following 
items: 

• Action 01, in blue colour, refers to the CA (Executing State) receiving the 
EIO. It is accomplished within the Reference Implementation portal. 
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• Action 02, no colour, is when the CA (Executing State) assigns the forensic 
task to the FL/LEA. This assignment can be done in various ways and it 
depends on the policy in place in the respective Member State and the 
modus operandi of the national CA (Executing State). Possible channels 
are by phone, by email or in person. 

• Action 03, no colour, represents the forensic action (i.e. search and 
seizure, transfer to the Forensic Lab after the seizure, forensic acquisition 
forensic extraction). These actions are conducted in a manual way or by 
using a forensic tool. In both cases both the EESP application and the 
Reference Implementation portal are involved in the process. 

• Action 04, in red colour, is realized with the EESP application that puts 
together all the Investigative Actions carried out and produces the 
Evidence Package. 

• Action 05, in red colour, is achieved with the EESP application that exports 
the Evidence Package and makes it available on the Internet, providing 
the appropriate level of security to guarantee the confidentiality the 
integrity and the authenticity of the package. 

• Action 06, no colour, represents the external download process carried out 
by a specific software to obtain the best performance (see Section 4.1). 

• Action 07, in red colour, is realized with the EESP application that allows 
the CA (Executing State) to open the Package, to read its content, to verify 
its coherence with the EIO request, and to export it again sealing the 
Package by the Private Key of the new recipient being the CA (Issuing 
State). 

• Action 08, in blue colour, is attained using the Reference Implementation 
portal and it refers to the reply to the Issuing State, related to the EIO 
received. 

With respect to the current development of the Reference Implementation, the 
simplest scenario related to the interactions between the EESP application and 
the Reference Implementation Portal is represented by a strict separation 
between the two systems. The only contact point is the asymmetric Public Keys 
of the involved stakeholders. The forensic laboratory must have at its disposal 
the Public Key of the Competent Authority (Executing State) and vice versa every 
time it is necessary to transfer/exchange the Evidence Package between the two 
subjects. In the scenario under point ‘b’ above it is mentioned that the recipient 
Public Key is already available, because the PKI infrastructure is already part of 
the Reference Implementation portal system. 
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Figure 5. Evidence Package Manifest 

 

 

2.4 Exchange of Small File of Evidence  
 

Considering that the use of a standard (USO/CASE language) for the 
representation of the Evidence Package is essential, it is needed to rely on an 
application being able to supports UCO/CASE. This is the task of the EESP 
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Application (see Deliverable D3.2 “Interim Workshop on EESP Application with 
Digital Forensic and Legal Experts” for further details). 

The main features of EESP application are: 

• It supports the UCO/CASE language, being the standard for the 
representation of the Evidence Package meta data. 

• It is a web application for managing the Evidence Package. 

• It aims at preparing the Evidence Package and facilitating its exchange 
through the Reference Implementation and e-CODEX. 

 

Exchange  

In order to explain where the EESP application comes into play, a real investigative 
case is presented below (see Figure 6 as a reference of the numbered points from 
to 4). 

0. The case is related to a child grooming of Maria, a teenager girl living in 
Berlin, through Facebook. The German Competent Authority authorizes 
the acquisition of the girl's phone (Maria’s parents voluntarily hand it over 
to the LEA). 

1. The forensic acquisition is assigned to a German Forensic Lab and they 
use a specific forensic tool to perform the acquisition. An Evidence Package 
is created with the EESP application. Then, the Evidence Package is 
transferred to the German Competent Authority. 

2. The German Competent Authority receives the Evidence Package and 
reads its content. The extracted data reveals that an Italian guy is 
involved in the crime, therefore the German Competent Authority issues 
an EIO to the Italian Competent Authority, using the Reference 
Implementation Portal, asking them to carry out a search and seizure of 
the devices of the suspect and to extract evidence from the seized items. 

3. The Italian Competent Authority authorizes a search and seizure and 
assigns to an Italian Forensic Lab to carry out the action including the 
extraction of the data from the seized devices. The Italian Forensic Lab 
carries out the search and seizure, creates a forensic image of the hard disk 
of the seized computer and carries out a forensic extraction of the data, 
including some images of Maria. An Evidence Package is created with the 
EESP application and then the Evidence Package is transferred to the 
Italian Competent Authority. 
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4. The Italian Competent Authority receives the Evidence Package, reads its 
content and sends back the Evidence Package including the images found 
on the hard disk to the German Competent Authority using the Reference 
Implementation Portal. 

In the description of the investigative case and in Figure 4 are described situations 
where the EESP application is used, when it is necessary: 

• to create an Investigation description (after a Search and Seizure); 

• to import a report from a forensic tool in an existing Investigation (after a 
Forensic Acquisition); 

• to read the content of an Evidence Package (i.e. by the Competent 
Authority of the Executing State, before sending it to the Competent 
Authority of the Issuing State, through the Reference Implementation 
Portal and over e-CODEX); 

• to import an Evidence Package from the Competent Authority of the 
Executing State in the Evidence Package already in the hands of the 
Competent Authority of the Issuing State (i.e. the investigation begins in 
the Issuing State and then in the Executing State after the issue of an 
EIO); 

• to prepare an Evidence Package, including the final report, for the 
Competent Authority in the Issuing State which is going to present the 
potential evidence before the court. 
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Figure 6. EESP uses in the communication between Forensic Lab/LEA and Competent Authority 
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3 Exchange of Large File of Evidence 
 

When a large file of evidence is involved, the only aspect that changes in the overall 
scenario is that the EP-DATA-ZIP.ENC file will not travel through the Reference 
Implementation portal and over e-CODEX. Only the EP, the EP-MANIFEST.ENC 
(see Figure 5) files will be part of the package that will be transmitted over e-
CODEX. The file EP-DATA-ZIP.ENC whose size exceeds the 2GB threshold will be 
transferred separately towards the recipient Competent Authority (Issuing State) 
in an asynchronous way using a temporary cloud storage under the Competent 
Authority (Executing State) control.  

Figure 7 shows that the Evidence Package will be exchanged between the two 
involved Competent Authorities. Once the Competent Authority (Issuing State) 
gets/acquires/downloads the package, made available by the Forensic Lab/LEA 
over the Internet, the large file of evidence will be transferred to the Competent 
Authority (Issuing State) in asynchronous manner using a secure channel (the file 
of evidence will be encrypted with the same symmetric key used for decoding the 
Evidence Package). This action is accomplished in two steps: (1) the large file is 
stored in the Forensic Lab cloud (see Figure 7, Red Circle 1); then (2) when the 
Competent Authority opens the Evidence Package7, retrieves from the EP-
MANIFEST file the URL of the large file of evidence, and completes the download 
(see Figure 7, Red Circle 2) of the large file using the Cloud Storage Authentication 
information inside the EP-MANIFEST file. The file will be stored in the National 
Storage Area under the Competent Authority control. 

The download process could be managed by a Download Manager (see Section 
4.1) being able to support pausing and resuming in case of transfer network 
interruption. This means that once the process has been started there is no need 
to control the outcome. Each MS is free to use their preferred manner of managing 
this process that is not part of the EESP application that prepares the Evidence 
Package, along with the Large File of Evidence. 

Figure 7 shows the last step of the process where the Forensic Lab (Issuing State) 
reads the content of the Evidence Package received by the Competent Authority 
(Issuing State), in turn receiving it from the Competent Authority (Executing 
State). The Forensic Lab (Issuing State) could use the URL of the large file of 

                                   
7 Obtained in the same manner as already described above 
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evidence and complete the acquisition process of all data and meta data of the 
evidence related to the investigative case (see Figure 7, Red Circle 3).  
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Figure 7. How to Deal with Large File of Evidence 
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As it has been highlighted above the EP-SK key is protected in every step of the 
process, being encrypted with the Public Key of the Recipient. The process may 
seem as being cumbersome, but there is always a trade-off between security 
(more complexity) and a smooth-flowing/streamlined process and the requested 
security measures impose a few additional steps in the process. 

Another more straightforward solution would consist of a direct exchange between 
the Forensic Labs/LEAs involved in the process, as illustrated in Figure 8, but this 
option has raised many objections among the participating Competent Authorities. 
The exchange of large file of evidence should be carried out under the direct 
responsibility of the Competent Authority. A direct exchange between the LEAs 
must be approved/authorized by the Competent Authority and in any case the 
Competent Authority must be de facto aware of each single action related to the 
investigative case under their control.  

In Figure 8 there are only two upload/download processes, the first one taking 
place when the large file is stored in the Forensic Lab cloud (see Figure 8, Red 
Circle 1), the second one - when the Forensic Lab (Issuing State) reads the content 
of the Evidence Package received by the Competent Authority (Issuing State, in 
turn receiving it from the Competent Authority (Executing State) and uses the URL 
of the large file of evidence to download the large file of evidence, whose Evidence 
Package is already delivered passing through the Reference Implementation Portal 
over the e-Codex infrastructure (see Figure 8, Red Circle 3). This solution is faster, 
because there is one single download rather than two separate ones. 
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Figure 8. How to Deal with Large File of Evidence, direct exchange between the Forensic Labs 
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Two other technical points have been discussed during the many meetings 
organised within the project: 

14. The download time may represent a bottle-neck in the process: it is a 
consuming time task in case of large file  

15. The large file of evidence must be stored for a limited time, so the 
meta data might indicate the URL and the validity of the web address. 

16. The time to encrypt a large file with a symmetric key (see Section 4.2) 
may represent another time-consuming task. 

The next two Sections will be dedicated to some considerations on the two 
potential consuming tasks: the download and the encryption processes. 
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4 Time Consuming Task Involved in the 
Exchange Process 

 

As it has already mentioned before it’s essential that the downloaded action is 
carried out relying on a National Storage Area under the Competent Authority 
control and using a Download Manager being able to support pausing and resuming 
in case of transfer network interruption. 

 

4.1 Download Manager 
 

Nowadays there is a plenty of open source download managers being able to 
support the resuming/pausing process that can speed up the action using different 
strategies. Some of the main feature a download manager should have are, but 
not limited to, the following: 

17. Supports pausing/resuming the download of the files to complete the 
process on a later stage. This implies that it would resume unfinished 
download from the place where they left off. Comprehensive error recovery 
and resume capability will restart broken or interrupted downloads due to 
lost or dropped connections, network problems, computer shutdowns, or 
unexpected power outages; 

18. Supports splitting each file into chunks  for every downloaded item 
which makes the downloading process even faster; 

19. Supports various protocols like HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, etc.; 

20. Accelerates downloads relying on intelligent dynamic file segmentation 
technology. Some download managers segment downloaded files 
dynamically during download process and reuses available connections 
without additional connect and login stages to achieve best acceleration 
performance; 

21. Supports queued download to perform downloads one by one. 

 

Download through a private Torrent 
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An alternative way to exchange a large file of evidence may be accomplished using 
a private torrent file.  

For instance, considering uTorrent - one of the most popular clients that supports 
the peer-to-peer file sharing protocol (P2P), the goal is accomplished by following 
the steps listed below: 

22. Step 1:  Determine a global IP address for the task.  

23. Step 2:  Identify the port number uTorrent is using for the incoming 
connection by going to Options à Preferences à Connection Tab, see 
under Listening Port settings. 

24. Step 3:  Set up the preferences of the client by going to Options à 
Preferences à Advanced and enable the property bt.enable_tracker. The 
property will be ‘false’ by default, thus toggle the value to ‘true’ to enable 
private tracking for torrents. 

25. Step 4:  Create the torrent file by going to File à Create New 
Torrent, in the next window select the source folder to be sent to the 
recipient. It is possible to send only a folder and not an archived file. 

26. Step 5:  Add these two lines in the trackers text box, namely 
http://External-IP:Port-Number/announce and http://localhost:Port-
Number/announce. Replace the External-IP and the Port-Number with the 
values related to your connection. 

27. Step 6:  Start Seeding and Private torrent and click on the button 
‘Create and save as’. 

28. Step 7:  uTorrent will now ask you to save the torrent file on your 
local computer and start seeding. 

It is important to communicate the torrent file by email or every other mean to 
the recipient and to ask them to run it on their torrent clients. All recipients could 
download the file simultaneously, but their download speed will depend on 
uploading party’s upload speed. 

 

4.2 Test Compression/Decompression and 
Upload/Download File of Evidence 
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Some tests on decompression/compression and upload/download time are 
reported below. The tests have been done on a smartphone and a hard disk 
acquisitions, common evidence in case investigations. 

Each test is composed of two tables, the first one describes the features of the 
acquisition file and the second one shows the times for its compression and 
download/upload. 

Test 01 and Test 02 have been carried out on the same smartphone acquisition 
file, but using different encryption tools, while Test 03 has been conducted on a 
hard disk acquisition. 

 

TEST 01 – Smartphone acquisition 

File name Physical Boot Loader (Legacy) 01 

File type .bin, .ufd 

Original size 14.6 GB 

Compression size 2.83 GB 

Archive format 7z 

Compression level Ultra 

Compression method LZMA2 

Dictionary size 64 MB 

Solid block size 4 GB 

Number of CPU threads Maximum admitted 

Compression tool 7zip 

Encryption tool Aescrypt.exe 

Encryption algorithm AES-256 

Internet Connection – upload info. 68 Mbit/s 

 

Compression and encryption were applied on two computers and described in table 
below: 

Features Talino Personal Mac 

Operating system Windows 7 Windows 10 High Sierra 

Processor Intel Core i7 Intel Core i5 Intel Core i7 
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CPU 3.60GHz 3.30GHz 2,3 GHz 

Number of CPU Threads 16 4 8 

Physical memory type SSD Hard disk SSD 

Physical memory size 500GB 3TB 500GB 

RAM 128GB 32GB 16GB 

 

Results of the compression and encryption phases are described in the table below. 

Task Talino Personal Mac  

Compression + 
Encryption time 
(hh:mm:ss) 

00:05:08 00:14:67  

Upload time  
(hh:mm:ss) 

00:09:39   

Download time 
(hh:mm:ss) 

_ 00:08:08 Download time 
(hh:mm:ss) 

Decryption time 
(hh:mm:ss) 

_ _ 00:01:50 

Decompression time 
(hh:mm:ss) 

_ _ 00:02:39 

 
TEST 02 – Smartphone acquisition 

File name Physical Boot Loader (Legacy) 01 

File type .bin, .ufd 

Original size 14.6GB 

Compression size 2.83GB 

Archive format 7z 

Compression Level Ultra 

Compression method LZMA2 

Dictionary size 64MB 

Solid Block size 4GB 

Number of CPU Threads Maximum admitted 
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Compression tool 7zip 

Encryption tool 7zip 

Encryption Algorithm AES-256 

Internet Connection – upload info. 68 Mbit/s 

 

Compression and encryption were applied on two computers and are described as follow.  

Features Talino Personal 

Operating system Windows 7 Windows 10 

Processor Intel Core i7 Intel Core i5 

CPU 3.60GHz 3.30GHz 

Number of CPU Threads 16 4 

Physical memory type SSD Hard disk 

Physical memory size 500GB 3TB 

RAM 128GB 32GB 

 
Results of the compression and encryption phases are described in the following table. 

Task Talino Personal 

Compression + Encryption time 
(hh:mm:ss) 

00:05:15 00:15:10 

Upload time (hh:mm:ss) 00:09:39 

 
TEST 3 – E01 IMAGE 

File name DRIVE2_TIME_FINAL.E01 

File type .e01 

Original size 4.2GB 

Encryption tool Aescrypt.exe 

Encryption Algorithm AES-256 

Internet Connection – upload info. 68 Mbit/s 
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Encryption was applied on two computers which are described above, results of the 
compression and encryption phases are described in the following table, including the third 
computer. 

Computer name Talino Personal Mac 

Encryption time 
(hh:mm:ss) 

00:02:35 00:02:07  

Upload time (hh:mm:ss) 00:22:47  

 

Based on the data from TEST 01 (TEST 02 presents very similar results), the transfer of 
a file size of about 2,8 GB takes the time as described in the table below. 

Process Time Description 

Compression + 
Encryption 

From 5 to 14 
minutes 

EESP task 

Upload 9 minutes Move EP to Forensic Lab cloud 

Download 8 minutes Download into the National Storage Area by 
the National Competent Authority 

Decompression + 
Decryption 

4 minutes EESP task 

Total From 26 to 36 minutes 

 

Based on the data from TEST 03, the transfer of a file size of about 4,2 GB takes the time 
as described in the table below. 

Process Time Description 

Encryption 2 minutes EESP task 

Upload 14 minutes Move EP to Forensic Lab cloud 

Download 11 minutes Download into the National Storage Area by 
the National Competent Authority 

Decompression + 
Decryption 

2 minutes and 40 
seconds 

EESP task 

Total 29 minutes and 40 seconds ~ 30 minutes 

 

From the data shown in the tables above we can roughly draw the conclusion that the 
transfer process of a file of evidence whose size is 64 GB, common capacity of the modern-
day cell phones, from a Forensic Lab (Executing State) to the Forensic Lab (Issuing State) 
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takes about 7 hours and 30 minutes. The provided solutions can be reasonably dealt with 
a large file of evidence of about 100 GB size beyond which, a traditional secure courier or 
a human-based exchange seem more applicable solutions.  
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5 Conclusions 
 

The primary aim of this Deliverable D3.4 has been to propose some solutions for 
handling large file of evidence. The solutions have been preceded by an 
introduction including the following points: 

• how the Evidence Package is prepared by the EESP application; 

• the interactions between the EESP application and the Reference 
Implementation Portal in the exchange process; 

• the handling of small file of evidence when they are included in the Evidence 
Package itself. 

Following these introductory explanations, the handling of large file of evidence 
has been illustrated, putting in evidence that is accomplished through two distinct 
transfers: the first one, only involving the Evidence Package without the Evidence 
Data already described in the introductory part, that consists of preparing the 
evidence package and exchanging to the final recipient through the Reference 
Implementation Portal and through e-CODEX, the second one, in an asynchronous 
manner, that consists of transferring the large file (the Evidence Data) to a national 
storage area, under the national Competent Authority (Executing State) to allow 
its download by the national Forensic Lab (Issuing State). 

Finally, an estimated time of the exchange process has been illustrated with a 
subjective evaluation of the maximum size of large file that can be dealt with digital 
means, whilst beyond that size the current solutions (i.e. human-based or secure 
courier) remain valid. This evaluation may also depend on the level of the available 
technological structures in each Member State. 

 


